Local business voice search is a popular application for mobile phones, where hands-free interaction and speed are critical to users. However, speech recognition accuracy is still not satisfactory when the number of businesses and locations is extended nationwide. For mobile users, searching a local business directory is often related to the fulfillment of specific tasks "on-the-move", such as finding a restaurant, a movie theater, or a retailer chain. Restricting the local search to specific domains improves the quality of search results. In this paper, we present a new approach to data selection for bootstrapping and optimizing language models for vertical business sectors by exploiting semantic knowledge encoded in the business database and in the business category taxonomy. We demonstrate that, in the case of queries in the restaurant domain and without collecting new data, speech recognition word accuracy improves by 9.5% relative when compared with a generic local business language model.
Introduction
Speech recognition has been recently applied as a hands-free input modality to mobile devices for local business search. In the last three years, several web-based search companies added speech input capabilities to their mobile search applications 1 , aiming to attract more traffic for their advertising campaigns. More specifically, local business voice search (LBVS) [1, 2, 3] , is becoming one of the most popular applications among mobile users, since it better addresses the search precision needs of so-called road warriors, who must often deal with limited device interface capabilities since they are away from their desktop-based search engines.
In most current mobile LBVS applications, the automatic speech recognizer (ASR) uses one large language model, typically built from mixed data sources, including web search logs, business database entries, and transcriptions of utterances from real users. User queries may include either the name of a business or a particular business category, optionally followed by a specific location. Natural language 1 e.g., m.bing.com,m.google.com,m.yp.com queries tend also to include additional carrier phrases (e.g., find me . . . , where is the . . . , I'm looking for . . . , etc.) that do not provide extra information for the search task, and additional constraints (e.g., CVS pharmacies open 24 hours, Italian restaurants with music, etc.) based on specific features of the business. Although a broad language model gives the ASR the flexibility to accept any combination of spoken terms in a single utterance, subsequent processing stages only extract information relevant to the search engine, ignoring any extra constraints.
In [4] for instance, a spoken query like Ton's Mongolian Grill in Arlington, Texas, is first recognized by the ASR, then is further processed to extract the search term (Ton's Mongolian Grill) and the location term (Arlington, Texas); other words are discarded. Finally, the query terms are passed to the search engine, which returns matching business listings to the mobile device.
However, mobile users of LBVSs are often focused on fulfilling a specific task "on-the-move" such as finding a restaurant, a movie theater, or a retail chain. Accordingly to [5, chap. 9] , the top five queries from the YE L L O WPA G E S.C O M logs include: 1) Restaurants, 2) Movie theaters, 3) Pizza, 4) Walmart, and 5) Animal shelters. This suggests that a local search for the restaurant domain could represent a significant amount of mobile user search traffic and might be an interesting area to customize voice search. In fact, several text-based restaurant search applications are already migrating from the desktop to mobile devices: HAVE2EAT [6] , Zagat, UrbanSpoon, Yelp, and YP Mobile 2 (none of these are currently speech-enabled with the exception of YP Mobile).
In this paper, we present a new approach for bootstrapping and optimizing language models for the restaurant domain, starting from a generic local business search application. Our method has several advantages: it provides a fast way to create new language models from existing generic query data; it generalizes across domains; and it is compatible with existing query parsing techniques. In experiments conducted using test queries sampled from an existing LBVS system, we achieved a speech recognizer word accuracy improvement of 9.5% relative when compared to a general local business language model, and a two-fold speech recognition speedup using the same working point as the generic voice search model. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the overall system architecture. In Section 3, we present our procedure for creating the language modeling training corpus. Section 4 illustrates how to create the five reference models we used in our experiment. The experimental setup is described in Section 5, the conclusions are described in Section 6, and the future work plan in Section 7.
System description
The system architecture of the best performing configuration is illustrated in Figure 1 . The main data feed is generated by the transcribed utterances collected by SPEAK4IT 3 [7] , a LBVS system running on the Apple iPhone and Android-based mobile phones which has been deployed since December 2008. It retrieves business listings from the YE L L O WPA G E S.C O M search engine and displays them on an interactive map. The data selection module, described in detail in Section 3, selects queries concerning the restaurant domain. These queries are used to create LM 1 , a domain-dependent language model, while the full set of transcribed utterances is used to create LM 2 . Separately, query log feeds from the YE L L O WPA G E S.C O M text-based, web-based local business search are augmented with carrier phrases, such as "BUSINESS in LOCATION", and used to create a domainindependent LM web model.
From these component language models, we build several interpolated language models: LM 3 , a weighted interpolation of LM 1 and LM 2 ; LM 4 , a weighted interpolation of LM 2 and LM web , and LM 5 , a weighted interpolation of LM 1 , LM 2 , and LM web which contains contributions from all the various data sources. 3 www.speak4it.com
Corpus construction
Our domain-specific corpus was built by selecting restaurants and food-related queries from the SPEAK4IT utterance transcriptions. To select queries related to the restaurant domain we adopt the three-step approach illustrated in Figure 2 . First, we parse SPEAK4IT transcribed queries using the query parser described in [8] . Query text is separated into three fields: SearchTerm, LocationTerm, and Filler. Because over 80% of SPEAK4IT voice queries do not include location terms, search queries are extended, when available, with the location of the user as provided by the phone's GPS. If the location is missing, the query is extended nationwide. In the second step, the Fillers are discarded, and the remaining fields are used to submit a query to the YE L L O WPA G E S.C O M search engine. For search engines that already support single field query input, query parsing can be skipped.
Taxonomy-based data selection
The business category selection module assigns a business vertical to the query using the top two business categories assigned to the query by the search engine. We used the YE L L O WPA G E S.C O M search engine, but any local business search engine can be used as long as the categories are consistent with the terms used in the following modules. Product and service taxonomies are commercially available, minable from open directory web sites such as dmoz.org, or available as open source collaborative efforts such as freebase.com. For each category, the business category selection module traverses a business taxonomy graph (Figure 3 ) and assigns the overall business category by using the category of the ancestor node one level below the taxonomy root. The taxonomy graph expresses is-a relationships among local business 
Data selection evaluation
The statistics of the selected corpus are presented in Table 1 . Restaurant queries make up around 32% of the original corpus, confirming the relevance of this vertical sector for mobile users. The separation between testing, development and training utterances was done chronologically. The transcribed utterances from the last and second-last weekly data sets were used for testing and development respectively. All the other previously transcribed sets were assigned to the training data.
To evaluate the quality of the data selection process, we randomly selected 216 utterances and manually verified the accuracy of the classification. For each entry, we checked if the query included a name for a business or a category valid for a restaurant domain search query. For instance, when searching nationwide, the query Barriques returned both listings for wine bars and restaurants, but the restaurants appeared at the end of the listings, so the categories from the taxonomy did not match the restaurant domain. Similarly, Bill's Cafe can be either a bar or a restaurant. A few other misclassifications included wrong locations -White Castle in Windsor, Ontario, Canada. Overall, only 5 queries were misclassified, giving a classification accuracy of around 98%.
Models
Using the available training data, five different language models were built. LM 1 is a 3-gram LM built from the selected SPEAK4IT query transcriptions. LM 2 is a 3-gram LM built from all SPEAK4IT The web queries consist of two separate fields, business name (BN) and location (LOC). These fields were embedded in carrier phrases to extend the coverage of spoken queries in the corpus. For each web query, a number of queries were generated by embedding business name and location in carrier phrase templates. The counts of the sentences thus generated were weighted by the relative frequency of the carrier phrase templates observed in the SPEAK4IT voice queries.
LM 5 is the interpolation of LM 1 with the component language models of LM 4 . The interpolation weights were also optimized on the development set and are shown in equation 1:
Notice that the in-domain model LM 1 is the major contributor to the interpolated model. All models are Katz's backoff n-gram language models trained using grmtools [9] , which have support for the fractional counts weighting the carrier phrases in the web language model. 
Experiments
The AT&T Watson [10] recognizer was used to evaluate the word accuracy of the language models described in Section 4. All experiments used a triphonic HMM acoustic model originally developed for SPEAK4IT. Table 2 shows the performance of the various models. It is clear that using all available data improves accuracy relative to using only the in-domain data subset. One important reason is the added coverage brought by using queries for businesses unrelated to restaurants. The names of some of these businesses can partially overlap with the names of restaurants. This happens often with business names that refer to common or local landmarks or to family names. Also, non-restaurant queries may include carrier phrases not included in our carrier phrase patterns or in the in-domain data.
Interpolation achieves a good balance between the specificity of in-domain data and the added coverage of the larger data sets; LM 3 achieves the best performance of the models trained on transcriptions only, and LM 5 improves on the general search LM 4 by strongly weighting the contribution of the in-domain data.
The more accurate models are also faster, as we can see in Figure 4 . In particular, LM 5 is about 2x faster than LM 4 .
To measure the impact of these models on search accuracy, one of the authors labeled the recognized queries in the test data for type of ASR error. ' 1 , LM 2 and LM 3 for business name queries. These results show that weighting language models towards popular business verticals can lead to improvements in search accuracy equal to or greater than the corresponding improvements in ASR accuracy.
Conclusions
This paper describes a process for specializing a general voice search language model to a specific vertical business sector such as restaurant search. The process is based on selecting a relevant subset of user queries by submitting then to the search engine and selecting those with at least one relevant business in the top n results. Business relevance is determined using a business listing taxonomy. The selected data is used to build statistical language models which are combined with general business search language models. This combination enables the model to specialize to the vertical business sector without losing coverage. In the restaurant domain, this process improves word accuracy by 9.5% relative when compared to a general business search language model, and produces fewer ASR errors likely to impact search.
Future work
The accuracy obtained with the best model described in this paper is sufficient to support a speech version of a mobile application such as HAVE2EAT 4 . Once this version is deployed, we will collect and transcribe user queries. These will be used, at first, as development and test data for tuning the language model, and later, once sufficient data is collected, to train an additional model to be integrated in equation 1. We also plan to use click logs from the existing HAVE2EAT mobile application. These can be converted into text and used in a similar way as the web logs. A more ambitious future goal is to expand the functionality of the application by allowing search based on features extracted from restaurant reviews.
